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QUESTION 1

A company has an application that uses Amazon Cognito user pools as an identity provider. The company must secure
access to user records. The company has set upmulti- factor authentication (MFA). The company also wants to send a
login activity notification by email every time a user logs in. 

What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets this requirement? 

A. Create an AWS Lambda function that uses Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) to send the email
notification. Add an Amazon API Gateway API to invoke the function. Call the API from the client side when login
confirmation is received. 

B. Create an AWS Lambda function that uses Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) to send the email
notification. Add an Amazon Cognito post authentication Lambda trigger for the function. 

C. Create an AWS Lambda function that uses Amazon Simple Email Service (Amazon SES) to send the email
notification. Create an Amazon CloudWatch Logs log subscription filter to invoke the function based on the login status. 

D. Configure Amazon Cognito to stream all logs to Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose. Create an AWS Lambda function to
process the streamed logs and to send the email notification based on the login status of each user. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An application that is deployed to Amazon EC2 is using Amazon DynamoDB. The application calls the DynamoDB
REST API. Periodically, the application receives a ProvisionedThroughputExceededException error when the
application writes to a DynamoDB table. 

Which solutions will mitigate this error MOST cost-effectively? (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the application code to perform exponential backoff when the error is received. 

B. Modify the application to use the AWS SDKs for DynamoDB. 

C. Increase the read and write throughput of the DynamoDB table. 

D. Create a DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) cluster for the DynamoDB table. 

E. Create a second DynamoDB table. Distribute the reads and writes between the two tables. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is building an application for stock trading. The application needs sub-millisecond latency for processing
trade requests. The company uses Amazon DynamoDB to store all the trading data that is used to process each
trading 
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request. 

A development team performs load testing on the application and finds that the data retrieval time is higher than
expected. The development team needs a solution that reduces the data retrieval time with the least possible effort. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Add local secondary indexes (LSIs) for the trading data. 

B. Store the trading data in Amazon S3, and use S3 Transfer Acceleration. 

C. Add retries with exponential backoff for DynamoDB queries. 

D. Use DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) to cache the trading data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer has been asked to create an AWS Lambda function that is invoked any time updates are made to items in
an Amazon DynamoDB table. The function has been created, and appropriate permissions have been added to the
Lambda execution role. Amazon DynamoDB streams have been enabled for the table, but the function is still not being
invoked. 

Which option would enable DynamoDB table updates to invoke the Lambda function? 

A. Change the StreamViewType parameter value to NEW_AND_OLD_IMAGES for the DynamoDB table. 

B. Configure event source mapping for the Lambda function. 

C. Map an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic to the DynamoDB streams. 

D. Increase the maximum runtime (timeout) setting of the Lambda function. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer maintains a critical business application that uses Amazon DynamoDB as the primary data store. The
DynamoDB table contains millions of documents and receives 30-60 requests each minute. The developer needs to
perform processing in near-real time on the documents when they are added or updated in the DynamoDB table. 

How can the developer implement this feature with the LEAST amount of change to the existing application code? 

A. Set up a cron job on an Amazon EC2 instance. Run a script every hour to query the table for changes and process
the documents. 

B. Enable a DynamoDB stream on the table. Invoke an AWS Lambda function to process the documents. 
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C. Update the application to send a PutEvents request to Amazon EventBridge. Create an EventBridge rule to invoke an
AWS Lambda function to process the documents. 

D. Update the application to synchronously process the documents directly after the DynamoDB write. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/dynamodb-streams-use-cases-and-design-patterns/ 
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